Outside Scholarship Opportunities
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs

This is not an all-inclusive list of scholarship opportunities. There are many search tools and resources students can use to research other applicable sources of financial assistance.

Many agencies, employers, military and service organizations award funds to students. Receipt of these external awards may result in a reduction of Need-Based Federal Aid and Institutional Scholarships from Mercer. Therefore, if you are a financial aid recipient, you must notify the Office of Student Financial Planning, in writing, of any resources you anticipate receiving from sources other than Mercer. To the extent possible, we will adjust loan awards before reducing grant funds. Examples include Veterans' Benefits, Employer Reimbursements, etc.

It is also your responsibility to notify the Office of Student Financial Planning of any special instructions or billing information regarding external funds. All checks for these awards must be sent to the Office of Student Financial Planning. No credit will be entered on your account before the check arrives. It is Mercer's policy to equally divide external scholarships between fall tuition and spring tuition each semester unless otherwise specified by the donor.

**AACE International Scholarships**  Cost Engineering/Cost Management

**Abbott and Fenner Scholarship Program**  General Studies

**Accountemps/AICPA Scholarship**  Accounting. Undergraduate, Graduate and Doctoral students.
   1) Fellowship for Minority Doctoral Students
   2) Scholarship for Minority Accounting Students
   3) Accountemps Student Scholarship  (Accounting majors who intend to become CPAs)
   4) John L. Carey Scholarship (Liberal Arts and non-business degree holders who are pursuing both graduate studies in Accounting and the CPA licensure)

**Adam R Leighton Scholarship for Academic Excellence**  Undergrad. General Studies. 3.6 GPA

**Addiction Resource Scholarship**  Any Undergraduate/Graduate, General Studies

**AEE Foundation Scholarship Program**  Undergrad/Graduate, Energy Management or Energy Engineering

**AES Scholarship**  Undergrad. General Studies

**AFCEA Scholarship**  Nursing (Baccalaureate, Master, and Doctoral)

**AfterCollege**  Scholarships and student activities in various majors

**Air Force Medical Corps Health Professions Scholarship Program**  Undergraduate entering Graduate Level in the healthcare field.

**All-In-One Dental Innovations Winning Smile Scholarship**  General, Undergrad
American Association of Colleges of Nursing  Health Field, Nursing (Baccalaureate, Master, and Doctoral)

American Cancer Society Scholarships  Graduate students entering Medical field/Nursing, focus on cancer in Cancer Nursing Practice

American Chemical Society Scholars Program  Chemistry, Biochemistry, Chemical Engineering, Chemical Technology and teaching (several funds)

American Indian Graduate Center (AIGC)  Minority, American Indian and Alaska Native students, General Studies

American Patriot Scholarship Program  Military Children or Active/Retired Military, General Studies

André Sobel River of Life Foundation  Young cancer survivors, General Studies

Anne Ford Scholarship  Undergraduates with documented learning disabilities, General Studies

AORN Foundation Scholarship Program  Nursing (Baccalaureate, Graduate, and Doctoral), 3.0 GPA

APIASF General Scholarship  Undergraduate, Asian or Pacific Islander, General Studies

A Place for Mom  Undergraduate or Graduate pursuing a career to work with senior citizens

Ark Law Group  Undergrad, Graduate. General Studies.

Army Emergency Relief  Army Soldiers, Spouse and Dependent Children of Army Soldiers, General Studies

Army Nurse Corps Association  Students in Nursing, Anesthesia, and related healthcare fields who are associated with the US Army but are not receiving government support for their education

Army ROTC for High School, College Students, Enlisted Soldiers and Army ROTC  Military

Army ROTC Nursing  Health Field, Nursing.

Ashley Rose Honorary Diabetes Law Student Scholarship Award  Law, Type 1 Diabetes, 2.8 GPA.

Asparagus Club Scholarship  Business. Fulltime Undergraduate (Junior, Senior) and Graduate.

AXA Achievement Scholarship  Undergraduate (must be US Citizen), General Studies


Baptist Communicators Association Awards  Must be a member

Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship  Students who intend to pursue research careers in Science, Mathematics, and Engineering

Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship  Undergraduates who are receiving Federal Pell Grant to participate in study and intern abroad programs. General Studies.
Billings & Barrett First in Family Scholarship Undergrad, Graduate. First generation in college, 3.0 GPA.

Body Details Scholarship for Aspiring Professionals Graduate or Undergrad. General. 2.8 GPA

BuildASign Scholarship – General. Undergrad, Graduate. 3.5 GPA. Leadership and community.

City of Macon Scholarship Undergraduates who reside in Bibb Co. and are graduating from Bibb County public or private schools & enrolling at Mercer. GPA of 3.25 and SAT of 1070 (math and reading) or ACT of 23. General Studies.

CIC Wealth for Financial Excellence Scholarship General Studies

Coastal Optical Scholarship Program Health Related field, specifically optometry.

Coca-Cola Scholars Program Scholarship Undergraduates with 3.0 GPA, General Studies

Cohen & Cohen Civil Justice Scholarship Undergrad, Graduate. General Studies.

Collegiate Inventors Competition Full-time students who have created an invention. General studies.

Columbia County Foundation for Children (CCFC) Resident of Columbia County, GA. Maximum Age: 22

Commissioned Corps Officer Student Training and Extern Program Two: JRCOSTEP & SRCOSTEP:

1) SRCOSTEP: All participants must be enrolled full-time in an academic/professional training program which upon completion will qualify them to receive a commission in the USPHS Commissioned Corps.

2) JRCOSTEP: You must have completed one of the following: At least 2 years of study in a professionally accredited baccalaureate program in one of the following disciplines: environmental health, engineering, nursing, pharmacy, physician assistance, dental hygiene, dietetics, medical laboratory technology, medical record administration, or therapy (occupational, physical or respiratory). Each degree has a specific corresponding accreditation body. At least 1 year of study in a professionally accredited master’s degree in nursing, physician assistance, environmental health, engineering, social work, public health, dietetics, healthcare administration, or therapy (occupational, physical, speech pathology, audiology or respiratory). Second option is that have at least 1 year of study in a professionally accredited doctoral program in medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, psychology, veterinary medicine, therapy (occupational, physical, speech-language pathology or audiology) or research science (that requires the completion of independent and original research).

Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta, Inc Multiple scholarships with varying purposes/eligibility criteria for Undergraduate and Graduate students.

1. Boys High Scholarship Fund- Undergraduate from Grady High School in Atlanta, 3.0 GPA, General Studies

2. Lester W. Butts Scholarship Fund- Undergraduate from Douglas High School, General Studies

3. James M. Cox Medical Scholarship- GA Resident, 3.0 GPA, MCAT 26, demonstrated financial need, pursing graduate degree in medicine

4. Helen & Vernon Crawford Scholarship Fund- Undergraduate, General Studies, GA resident who has completed a literary program & obtained a High School diploma or GED

5. Steve Dearduff Scholarship Fund- GA Resident pursing degree (enrolled or accepted) in Medicine or Social Work
6. **Dreams2 Scholarship Fund** - Undergraduate, full-time. General Studies, Minimum 2.0 GPA, Maximum 3.0 GPA, demonstrates financial need.

7. **Nancy Penn Lyons Scholarship Fund** - Undergraduate from GA, General Studies, 3.0 GPA, 1000 SAT (Math/Reading) or ACT 22, demonstrates financial need, students at public colleges/universities in GA not eligible.

8. **Pattillo Scholarship Fund** Undergraduates, General Studies, 2.0 GPA, preference show to employees of Pattillo Construction Corp.

9. **The James M. & Virginia M. Smyth Scholarship Fund** Undergraduate, arts and sciences, human services, music or ministry, 3.0 GPA.

10. **Tech High School Alumni Association/W.O. Cheney Merit** Undergraduate, Mathematics, Engineering or one of the Physical Sciences. SAT of 1300 (Math/Reading), 3.0 GPA (or upper 15% of class), legal GA resident minimum of 3 years.

11. **Everett Williams Scholarship Fund** Undergraduate, General Studies, resident or former resident of Oconee County, 3.0 GPA.

12. **Women's Chamber Of Commerce Scholarship** Undergraduate at any metropolitan Atlanta high school, General Studies, 3.0 GPA, 1000 SAT (Math/Reading) or 22 ACT, accepted to pursue undergrad degree (does not specify that it is for women only).

**Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute (CHCI)** CHCI United Health Foundation Scholar-Intern program. Any full-time Hispanic student. Undergraduate or Graduate. General Studies.

**Council of Independent Colleges** Various scholarships and grant opportunities. Changes often due to market fluctuations, generally open to a various number of candidates.

**Custody X Change Scholarship Program** Single parent with legal and physical custody of one or more minor children. GPA 3.0. Full-time, Undergraduate.

**David W. Miller Award for Student Journalists** - Undergraduates who published journalistic articles in a campus publication on a topic of intellectual interest.

**DermMedica Scholarship** General Studies. Undergraduate and Graduate.

**Downloadfreeapk.com Scholarship** Graduate or Undergrad. General. 3.0 GPA.

**eduCBA College Scholarship** General, Undergraduate.

**Eisenberg & Associates Justice for the Disabled Scholarship** Graduate or Undergrad. 3.0 GPA Social Justice.

**Elks National Foundation Most Valuable Student Competition** - Any HS Senior who is a US Citizen, males and females compete separately (college student may not apply).

**Emerge Scholarship** Women, GA resident, Age 25 or older. For women whose education was delayed/disrupted. Non-traditional student.

**Emory Johns Creek Hospital Auxiliary** Three scholarships available for students seeking a degree in a Healthcare field. EJCH Auxiliary has three different scholarships available at this time.

1. **Emory Johns Creek Hospital Auxiliary Scholarship**: Students accepted to a health-related field.
2. **Elizabeth Wilmot Bull Scholarship**: Students accepted to healthcare field in a GA institution.
3. **The Advanced Skills Scholarship**: Fulltime employee of Emory Johns Creek Hospital.
**Encore Scholarship Program** Graduate or Undergrad. 3.0 GPA Victims of Drunk Driving Accidents

**EverSpark Autism Awareness** Diagnosed with autism or studying autism-related research/education

**Fabriele Disability Awareness Scholarship** Graduate or Undergrad. General. 3.3 GPA

**Facing Acne Scholarship** Undergrad. General. 3.0 GPA

**FEEA Scholarship Program** Eligible are current civilian federal and postal employees with at least three years of federal service, as well as their children and spouses. 3.0 GPA. Dependents must be full-time students; employees may be part-time. Undergraduate or Graduate. General Studies.

**FlipKey Study Abroad Scholarship** Full-time students over 18 enrolled in a current or upcoming study abroad program. General Studies.

**Foundation of the National Student Nurses' Association, Inc.** Students currently enrolled and matriculated in a state-approved Nursing program leading to an associate degree, baccalaureate, diploma, generic pre-licensure doctorate or generic pre-licensure master’s degree; or enrolled in an RN to BSN completion, RN to MSN completion, or LPN/LVN to RN program. Has financial need.

**Fund for Theological Education**

1. **Doctoral Fellowships for Students of Color** (Latino/a, Asian and First Nations and African Descent Doctoral Studies)
2. **Leadership and discernment opportunities** (Christian Leadership Forum- Young Adult Cohort and Regional Ministry Exploration for young leaders (18-30))
3. **Ministry Exploration and Mentoring Grants** – Young adults interested in exploring ministry as a lifetime calling.
4. **Professional Development for Doctoral Students** - Christian Leadership Forum-Doctoral Cohort, Stipends to current FTE Doctoral Fellows to attend meeting of professional societies and organizations related to their scholarship and workshops on writing and publishing dissertations.

**Future of Assisted Living Scholarship** – General Studies, Undergraduate/Graduate

**Future Attorneys of America Scholarship** – Law, 3.5 GPA.

**Furnace Record Pressing Music to Our Ears Scholarship** General, Undergrad

**Gates Millennium Scholars** African American, American Indian/Alaska Native, Asian American/Pacific Islander or Hispanic American. US Citizens with 3.3 GPA or a GED, Pell Grant eligible, full-time student. General Studies.

**Georgia Engineering Foundation Scholarships** Open to GA students.

**Georgia Executive Women's Network** - Junior or Senior year of Baccalaureate or Post Baccalaureate programs (members and non-members). Permanent resident of Columbus or of the Chattahoochee Valley area, but may attend any College or University.

**Georgia Government Finance Officers Association Scholarship**

1. **Certificate in Public Financial Management** - current GGFOA member, must have completed one course offered by the Center for State and Local Finance.
2) **Annual College Scholarship** - GA resident, student pursuing studies in Public Finance or Public Administration; or a career in Government Finance.

3) **Level 1 Certified Finance Officer Scholarship** - participants who are completing the Carl Vinson Institute of Government’s Level One Finance Officer Certification Program. GGFOA member currently working in a unit of local government.

**Georgia Press Educational Foundation School** Morris Scholarship and Durwood McAlister Scholarship—both opportunities are for print Journalism student

**Georgia State Firefighters' Association (GSFA)** Must be a member. General Studies.

**Georgia Trust Outside Scholarship** Students pursuing degrees that will allow them to work in preservation of Georgia’s built environment, restoration and preservation. GA resident. Archeology, Architecture, History or related fields.

**Giannini and Yates Community Service Scholarship** Graduate or Undergrad. General. 3.0 GPA

**Glamour's Top 10 College Women Competition** — General Studies. Women only.

**GMR Web Team Marketing Scholarship** Marketing

**GreenPal Scholarship for Tomorrows Entrepreneurs** Student owns a business or plans to open a business while in college.

**Growing Generations Scholarship** Graduate or Undergrad. General. 3.5 GPA

**Harry S. Truman Scholarships** Undergraduate Juniors with desire to attend graduate school in preparation for a career in Public Service.

**Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA)** Nursing grant, scholarship and repayment website

**Health Scholarships of Georgia** Healthcare Field

**Hispanic Scholarship Fund** Minority, General Studies

**HostGator Small Business Scholarship** — General. Undergrad, Graduate.

**HomeFirst Scholarship** General Studies

**Horace Mann Employee Scholarship** Children of Horace Mann Employees. General Studies.

**Horace Mann Scholarship for Educators** For private and public school teachers to continue their education. Two years teaching experience is required.

**Horace Mann Student Scholarship Program** For children of public and private school employees to attend college. General Studies.

**Inaugural Internet in Education Scholarship** Graduate or Undergrad. General.

**Inaugural Small Business Scholarship** Graduate or Undergrad. General.
Interior Deluxe Scholarship Program – General. Undergrad, Graduate.

Jack Kent Cooke Foundation Scholarship Programs Undergraduates and Graduates demonstrating academic excellence and financial need.

Jackie Robinson Foundation Scholarship Award Minority, General Studies

James Madison Memorial Fellowship Teaching at secondary level in American History, American Government, or Social Studies


Jane Delano Society Scholarship Undergraduate and Graduate Nursing that have contributed service to or are employed by The American Red Cross.

Jeannette Rankin Foundation Women over age 35 with financial need. General Studies.

Jill Cohen Brighter Tomorrow Scholarship Undergrad. General Studies. 2.8 GPA

John L. Carey Scholarships Liberal arts and other non-business related degree holders who are pursuing Graduate studies in Accounting and the CPA designation.

Julian & Jan Hester Memorial Scholarship Fund Undergraduate, General Studies, GA resident

Karin Riley Porter Good Works Scholarship Community Service

Kerri Castellini Women's Leadership Scholarship Women's Leadership

Kitchen Cabinet Kings Scholarship - General. Undergrad, Graduate.

Kim Brooks-Rodney Person Safety Scholarship Undergrad. General Studies. 2.8 GPA

Kush Arora Federal Criminal Justice Reform Scholarship Justice Reform

Lewis Cenker Scholarship Fund Study directly related to the home building industry, minimum 3.0 GPA.

Lewis-Gale Foundation Healthcare students, 2.75 GPA, already accepted into medical program

Manualgo Electronics Scholarship – General. Undergrad, Graduate.

March of Times Nursing Scholarships Registered Nurse enrolled in Graduate program with focus on Maternal-child Nursing

Marine Corps Scholarship Foundation, Inc. Children of Marines & Navy, General Studies

Media Minded Media Awareness Scholarship – General. Undergrad.

Michael Kiely Strong Roots Scholarship Community Service
Microsoft College Scholarships Undergraduate. Computer Science, Computer Engineering or a related technical discipline such as Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, or Physics. Maintain 3.0 GPA.

MidSouth Federal Credit Union Scholarships Lives in Baldwin, Bibb, Crawford, Hancock, Houston, Jones, Monroe, Peach, Pulaski, Putnam, Twiggs, Washington or Wilkinson Counties. General Studies.

MigVapor Scholarship General. Undergrad, Graduate.

Military Officers Association of America (MOAA) Military. General Studies.

Morris K. Udall Scholarship Awards scholarships to Undergraduate Sophomores and Juniors for leadership, public service, and commitment to issues related to American Indian nations or to the environment.

Most Excellent Senior Team Scholarship Program (Robins Credit Union) Undergraduates who are accepted to a college, tech school, or university.

NABA Scholarship Program Accounting, Finance, or Business major. African American (or of African descent), full-time Undergraduate or Graduate student enrolled or accepted into a master's-level business program. High school students are ineligible.

National Collegiate Cancer Foundation General Studies, under 35 years of age that is a survivor of cancer, currently seeking treatment or has lost a guardian/parent due to cancer (General Scholarship Program and Legacy Scholarship Program).

National Federation of the Blind Scholarship Program Legally blind (in both eyes) full-time students (with exception of one scholarship for a part-time student/full-time worker) in the United States and Puerto Rico. Must participate in NFB national convention.

National Garage Door Atlanta Asthma and Allergy Scholarship General. Undergrad, Graduate. 3.0. Asthma or Allergies.

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowships Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU) administers a broad range of internships, scholarships, fellowships, and research experience programs in Science, Technology, Mathematics, and Engineering.

National Society of Accountants Scholarship Program Accounting, 3.0 GPA

NBNA Scholarship Programs Currently enrolled in a Nursing program (B.S.N., A.D., Diploma or L.P.N./L.V.N.), be a NBNA member & local chapter member (if one exists), at least one full year of school remaining.

New Horizons Scholars Program Hispanic, 3.0 GPA (High school) or 2.5 (College), General Studies

NIH Undergraduate Scholarship Program Disadvantaged backgrounds who are committed to careers in Biomedical, Behavioral, and Social Science health-related research

Nootie Dog Treats Undergrad. General studies.

NURSE Corps Loan Repayment Program Licensed RNs with minimum of Associate’s in Nursing
**Nursing Education Scholarship**  Nursing or Medical program

**Nursing Scholarship Program and Nursing Education Loan Repayment Program**  Nursing. Many of the students who benefit from these programs are from racial and ethnic minorities under-represented in the health workforce, including African Americans, Latinos, and American Indians and Alaska Natives.

**O’Bryan Baun Karamanian Law Scholarship**  Law Student

**Off To College Scholarship sweepstakes (SunTrust)**  Undergraduate, General Studies

**Online Job Application Scholarship**  Undergrad, Graduate. General Studies.

**Pat Tillman Foundation Scholarship**  All branches Military, current spouses Undergraduate and Graduate, General Studies

**Patient Advocate Foundation**  For students that lost a parent to or were directly affected by a diagnosis of cancer or other life-threatening, chronic or debilitating disease. General Studies.

**Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation**  Undergraduate survivors of childhood brain or spinal cord tumor diagnosis

**Petkey Scholarship**  Enrolled student with 3.0 GPA, General Studies

**Pink Ribbon Scholarships**  Children who have lost a parent/relative to breast cancer, or whose parent/relative is currently experiencing breast cancer. General Studies.

**Price Benowitz Private Scholarship**  – Undergrad. Interest in Public Service

**Professional Association of Georgia Educators (PAGE) Foundation Scholarships**  Education (Teachers, counselors, administrators, undergraduate, graduate). Must be a PAGE member.

**PS&R Injury Scholarship**  General, Undergraduate

**Quit Smoking Community Scholarship**  General, Undergraduate or Graduate.

**R.A. Bowen Trust Scholarship**  From Macon, Georgia area (specifically Bibb County, Crawford County, Houston County, Jones County, Monroe County, Peach County, or Twiggs County) or plan to attend college in Macon. General Studies.

**Rentec Direct’s Tech Mastery Scholarship**  Undergrad. GPA 3.0. Computer Science, software development or closely related field.

**Reverie Innovation Scholarship**  Undergrad, Graduate. Engineering, Science, Design, 3.0 GPA

**Ron Brown Scholarships**  African American. General Studies.

**Ronald McDonald House Charities (RMHC)/Future Achievers Scholarship Program**  Four Scholarships (not available in all areas).

1) **RMHC/Scholars**: All students are eligible to apply regardless of race, color, creed, religion, sexual orientation, gender, disability or national origin. General Studies.
2) **RMHC/Asia**: Applicant must have at least one parent of Asian-Pacific heritage. General Studies.

3) **RMHC/African-American Future Achievers**: Applicant must have at least one parent of African American or Black Caribbean heritage. General Studies.

4) **RMHC/HACER**: Applicant must have at least one parent of Hispanic/Latino heritage. General Studies.

**Ronald Reagan Future Leaders Program** Undergraduate, 3.0 GPA. At times, other scholarships offered through this organization.

**Royball Scholarship** Hispanic entering Healthcare field; Hispanic undergraduate and graduate students pursuing public health careers and wishing to provide public health care services in primarily low income, Spanish speaking communities in the United States.

**Safe Driver Scholarship** Undergrad. General. 2.8 GPA

**Scholarship for at Risk Youth** Undergrad. General Studies. 2.8 GPA.

**Shawn Sukumar Criminal Justice Reform Scholarship** – Undergrad, Graduate. Interest in Social Justice

**SILA Foundation Scholarship** Business. Graduate.

**Sixt Scholar Program** – General. Undergrad. Recent High School Graduate.

**Special Love, Inc.** Cancer survivors and students diagnosed with cancer, regardless of whether they are currently receiving treatment or not.

**Starver Law Group National Scholarship** Undergrad, Graduate. General Studies. 3.0 GPA

**Support Sobriety Scholarship** Graduate or Undergrad. General. 3.0 GPA.

**Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation** Undergraduates under 25 years of age who have lost a parent to breast cancer.

**SWE Scholarships** Undergraduate Sophomores through Graduate women who are enrolled in or accepted for a Baccalaureate or Graduate ABET-accredited Engineering (EAC), Computing (CAC), or Technology (TAC) degree program. Must be full-time. Upperclassman must have 3.0 GPA.

**Tampa Spine Center Road to Recovery Scholarship** Graduate or Undergrad. General. 3.0 GPA

**Target All-Around Scholarship** Undergraduates with community volunteer service

**Tatiana Mendez Future Resources Scholarship** Conservation and Preservation

**Tender Mattress Scholarship** Undergrad. General 3.0 GPA

**Tenge Law Firm LLC Scholarship** Undergrad. Law, Political Science, Sociology, Criminology, Media Studies or any other law related curriculum or career.

**The 1Dental Scholarship** Undergrad, Graduate. General Studies.
The April Cockerham DREAM Act Scholarship  
Diversity

The Alice L. Haltom Educational Fund  
Business Information and Records Management. Undergraduate and Graduate.

The Angie Dipietro Women in Business Scholarship  
Women’s Leadership

The Band Together Scholarship  
Undergraduate, General Studies, U.S. resident 18 years or older and is attending or will be attending an accredited college or university.

The Career Women’s Network Scholarship Fund  
General Studies, Enrolled or accepted female students 25 years of age or older, 2.5 GPA.

The Georgia Society of Certified Public Accountants  
Multiple scholarships for Undergraduates and Graduates studying Accounting.

The Ed Tayter Outstanding Citizen Scholarship  
Community Service

The Expert Institutes Healthcare and Life Science Scholarship  
Healthcare, Undergraduate/Graduate

The Institute for Humane Studies  
Graduate/PhD, Free Society, typically in the fields of Economics, History, Law, Philosophy, and Political Science

The Institute of Management Accountants  
Accounting. Multiple Scholarships/Grants:

1) Doctoral Student Program Grant- designed to assist doctoral students pursuing research in the area of management accounting
2) Doctoral Summer Research Scholarship Program- helps alleviate the need for doctoral students to teach during the summer and focus on research
3) CMA Scholarship Program- The top 5% or five students, whichever is greater, in an accredited undergraduate accounting or business program, and the top 5% or five students, whichever is greater, in an accredited Masters level accounting or business program. Students are nominated by faculty to receive this scholarship, which allows the student to take the CMA exam at no cost to them.
4) CMA Doctoral Scholarship Program- Student in an accredited doctoral accounting program concentrating in management accounting or financial management
5) Rolf S. Jaehnigen Family Scholarship- scholarship to recognize a student who is passionate not only about his/her business career but about the arts as well
6) IMA Memorial Education Fund (MEF) Scholarship AND Stuart Cameron & Margaret McLeod Memorial Scholarship (SCMS)- Full & part time students who have expressed intent to pursue a career in management accounting, financial management, or information technology, 3.0 GPA

The James Madison Graduate Fellowship  
Fellowships to individuals desiring to become outstanding teachers of the American Constitution at the secondary school level. Be a teacher, or plan to become a teacher, of American History, American Government, or Social Studies at the secondary school level (grades 7–12). Possess a bachelor's degree or plan to receive a bachelor's degree no later than August 31 of the year in student is applying

The Kaplan Group Scholarship  
Graduate/Undergrad, Law or Business
The Loewy Law Firm Passion for Civil Rights Scholarship Law, 3.2 GPA.

The Mensa Foundation’s College Scholarship Program General Studies, Non-member, Member and International Scholarships available

The Missing Link Scholarship General Studies, Undergraduate/Graduate

The National LGBTQ Scholarship Fund by the Point Foundation LGBTQ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer) students. General Studies.

The Price Benowitz Social Justice Scholarship Social Justice

The Scarlet Family Foundation Scholarship Undergraduates demonstrating financial need via 1040 tax return, 2.5 GPA, pursuing a Business or STEM approved degree, planning to enroll full-time.

The Steve Duckett Local Conservation Scholarship Conservation and Preservation

The Thomas Soldan Healthy Communities Scholarship Community Service

The Veterans Benefit Scholarship General. Undergrad, Graduate.

Thomara Latimer Cancer Foundation Scholarship African American students ages 17-30 who are Michigan residents, 3.0 GPA, admitted to a medically related professional program (e.g. Nursing, Medicine, and Physical or Occupational Therapy).


To Become an Educator Scholarship Education

Topskinlighteningcreams.org Scholarship Program Graduate or Undergrad. General. 3.0 GPA

Toptal STEM Scholarships for Women Females, General Studies with interest in Computers Science. Software engineers and developers.

Tragos Write Your Own Law Scholarship Graduate or Undergrad. General. 3.0 GPA

True and Co – The Future is Female Scholarship Graduate or Undergrad. General. 3.0 GPA

Ty Cobb Educational Foundation Full-time Undergraduates (minimum Sophomore level), General Studies

Ulman Cancer Fund for Young Adults Multiple Scholarships for cancer survivors and students that have lost a parent/sibling to cancer or are currently fighting cancer.

USAttorneys.com Immigration Scholarship General. Undergrad, Graduate.

USA Funds Access to Education Scholarships General Studies, updates for various degrees and grade levels

Watson-Brown Foundation, Inc. Merit-Based Scholarships to select Georgia and South Carolina students

Wellcentive Medical Scholarship for Veterans Military Veterans, Medical Field
White Collar Defense Diversity Scholarship  Diversity

Whitley Law Firm Distracted Driving Prevention Scholarship – General. Undergrad, Graduate. 3.0 GPA.

Whirlwind Steel Scholarship Fulltime Engineering, Constructing or Architecture. 3.0 GPA.

Wise Company Scholarship Contest Graduate/Undergrad, General

Women in Computer Science Scholarships Graduate/Undergrad, Computer Science

Working Parent College Scholarship Award Program – General. Undergrad, Graduate. 3.0 GPA. Working Parent over 18.

Worthy Women Professional Scholarship –Women, Over 30, continuing education professional studies.

Woozy Moo’s “No-Hate Scholarship” General, Undergraduate

WyzAnt College Scholarship – General Studies, Undergraduate/Graduate

Xerox Technical Minority Scholarship – Minority, General Studies

Zion ATV Jeep Tours Scholarship Contest Undergrad, Graduate. General Studies.

i Updated on November 22, 2016